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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a very recent paper, Rashbaev [6] has considered the stability of the first 
approximation of solutions of a system of differential-difference equations. 
The assumptions imposed on the first approximation only quarantee the 
nonuniform exponential asymptotic stability of the trivial solution. The effect 
of constantly acting perturbations is then discussed using as main tools the 
representation of solutions by means of an integral equation [l] and the 
lemma of Bihari [3]. 
The simple situation discussed in Rashbaev [I], we feel, can be extended 
to an investigation of the behavior of perturbed functional differential systems, 
whenever the unperturbed system possesses nonuniform exponential asymp- 
totic stability of an invariant set. In this paper, we wish to study precisely 
this case relative to,an asymptotically self-invariant set introduced in [3, 51. 
The results obtained offer a more flexible mechanism and include, as 
special cases, the work of Rashbaev [6] and Hale [2]. As an example, a more 
general situation than that of Rashbaev [6] is worked out, in detail, using 
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some recent results in [4]. Our techniques are quite different than those 
used in [6] in that we use Lyapunov functionals and the comparison theorem. 
This allows us to obtain an extension of the results in [6]. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
We shall consider the functional differential system 
44 =f(4 4, Xt, = $0 , 
and the perturbed system 
r’(t) = f(c Y t) + WY Y t), Yt, = do 5 
where f, R E C[R+ x C, , R"], where 
c, = [C E v+: II 95 II0 -=I PI. 
Here 
59 = C[[--7, 01, R"] and 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
II * )/ being any convenient norm in Iin. Let x,(t, , +) E C” for t 3 t, represent 
the solution of (2.1) passing through 4 when t = t, E R+. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function X E C[R+, R+] is said to belong to class 0(;4 if 
h(t) is decreasing in t and lim,,, h(t) = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The set 4 = 0 is said to be asymptotically self-invariant 
(ASI) with respect to system (2.1) if there exists a Q E 9’ such that 
II & 3 w, d n&J, t > t, . (2.3) 
For an equivalent definition of AS1 sets and their stability properties, see 
Definition 4.7.1 in [3] or [5]. 
We shall assume that the set 4 = 0 is AS1 with respect to the system (2.1). 
DEFINITION 2.3. The AS1 set 4 = 0 of (2.1) is said to be: 
(i) equi-stable, if for each t, E Rf 
II aI 9 hlN0 G w 3 4 II do II0 + 4&J, t > t, 9 
where K E C[R+ x R+,R+] and qE:L?; 
(ii) equi-exponentially asymptotically stable, if 
II @, , ~o)llo G KC& ,T> II Y% Ilo evmctmtO) + W to>, t z to, (2.4) 
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where K E C[R+ x Rf, R+], a > 0, HE C[R+ x R+, R+], H(t, t) = 0, 
f-V, to) ,< p&J, P E 2 and 
for some positive number T,, > 0. 
Clearly (ii) implies (i); moreover, if q(t,,) = 0 and if H(t, t,-,) E 0, then 
definition 2.3 reduces to the equi-stability and equi-exponential asymptotic 
stability of the trivial solution of (2.1). For the definition 2.3, it is not necessary 
to assume that f(t, 0) E 0. 
Before proceeding further, let us discuss an example to illustrate the 
meaning of Definition 2.3. Consider the linear system 
x’(t) = A(t) x.(t) + B(t) x(t - 7) + w(t) (2.5) 
with the initial function $0 at t = to , where A(t), B(t) are n x 12 continuous 
matrices and w E C[R+, Rn]. Following Bellman and Cooke [I, p. 3021 let us 
introduce the function Y(s, t) which satisfies the initial conditions 
Y(t, t) = I (Unit matrix); 
Y(s, t) f 0 fort<s,<t+7; 
and Y(s, t), as a function of S, satisfies the adjoint’system 
am t) ___ = - Y(s, t) A(s) - Y(s + 7, t) B(s + 7), as s < t. 
Let us suppose, as in [6], that 
II W)ll < &J 9 t, - 7 ,< t < t, , 
II Y(s, Gil d Nexp(P - 4t - 4, N>l, a>O, /3>0. (2.6) 
We know that [6] any solution of (2.5) satisfies the integral equation 
al 7 40) (t) = wl > t> 40(O) + J’,‘“, w + 79 t) ws + 7) A&) ds 
+ jtI Y(s, t) w(s) 4 
(2.7) 
which, in view of the foregoing assumptions, yields, after some simple 
computations, the estimate 
I/ x(to , +,,) (t)ll < N/“” [l + s] II +a /I,, ++‘) 
e-a(t-s)NeBS /I w(s)11 ds, t > t, . 
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This inequality further implies 
II x&o 7 Al)llo e q&l ,T) II $0 110 e-u-a(t-to) + JtI e-“(t-s)y(s) as, (2.8) 
where 
K( t, ) T) = Ne8t~+~7 [ 
~,e’M3h 
1 + ___- 
a+@ 1 and y(t) = Ne”‘eBt 1) w(t)]) . 
Setting 
H(t, to) = s t e-a(t-s)y(s) ds 
to 
and assuming that w(t) is such that 
s tt1 y(s) ds + 0 as t--t 00, t (2.9) 
it follows that 
lim[sup H(t, to)] = 0 and a 44 G P(b), tat,, p-522. 
t+m to>1 
For the proof of this statement, see [3, Vol. I, pp. 1131. Thus we can con- 
clude from (2.8) that the set 4 = 0 is AS1 with respect to the linear difference- 
differential system (2.5) and it is equi-exponentially asymptotically, stable. 
Furthermore, if x,(t, , &,), xt(to , &,) are two solutions of (2.5), then, we 
can obtain 
II x& ,944 - Go , hJllo < K(to y 7) II do - 9% Ilo e-Oi(t-to)y t >, t, , (2.10) 
on the basis of the assumptions (2.6), using similar computations as before. 
Thus we have proved the following result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose the conditions (2.6) and (2.9) are satisfied. Then 
the set 4 = 0 is AS1 relative to the linear dz#erence-da@rential system (2.5) 
and it is equi-exponentially asymptotically stable. Moreover, for any two solu- 
tions x,(t, , +,,), x,(t, , &,), the relation (2.10) is valid. 
Let us now state our main result which offers sufficient conditions for the 
stability properties of the AS1 set + = 0 relative to the perturbed functional 
differential system (2.2). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that 
(i) the AS1 set 4 = 0 of the system (2.1) is equi-exponentially asymp- 
totically stable and any two solutions x,(t,, , &), x,(t, , I/+,) of (2.1) satisfy 
II xt(to v  A) - 4, , AJllo G Wto ,T> II 4. - 94 /lo emaft+), t > t,; (2.11) 
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(ii) the system (2.2) admits unique solutions and for (t, 4) E Rf x C, , 
Ij R(t, $)[I < g(t, I( 4 [lo), where g E C[R+ x Rf, R+] and g(t, u) is nondecreasing 
in ufor each tER+; 
(iii) the function H(t, to) is partially d$ferentiable with respect to t,, and 
sup 
4H(t + 0, t) 
ato 
eao < 17(t), 
U>O 
where 17 E C[R+, R+] and 
s 
t+1 
y(s) ds --f 0 as t+ co. 
t 
Then, the equi-stability properties of the AS1 set u = 0 of the scalar dzperential 
equation 
u’ = - &a + qt, 7)g(t, u) + 77(t), u(q)) = U” > 0, (2.12) 
imply the corresponding equi-stability properties of the AS1 set 4 = 0 of the 
perturbed system (2.2). 
Let us observe that the assumption (iii) is satisfied by the function 
H(t, t,) = 1’ e~+~)y(s) ds 
to 
that was obtained in the example discussed above. In fact, we have 
sup 
-3H(t + (T, t) 
%l 
eao = y(t). 
O>O 
3. A CONVERSE THEOREM 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 depends on the following result which offers 
sufficient conditions for the existence of a Lyapunov functional whenever 
the AS1 set C$ = 0 of the system (2.1) is equi-exponentially asymptotically 
stable. This is now stated and proved separately as it is important in itself. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the assumptions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 2.1, there 
exists a Lyapunov functional V(t, 4) satisfying the following properties. 
(a) V E C[R+ x C, , R+] and V is Lipschitzian in 4 for the function 
W, 4 ; 
(c) o+V(t, 4) = lip+p”+“p k [V(t + h, Xt+dt, 4)) - V(t, +>I 
d - av(t,+) + 7(t), tER+, +EC,. 
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Proof. Define the functional 
Clearly, from (2.4), it follows that V(t, 4) satisfies the property (b). Further- 
more, using the uniqueness of solutions which is a consequence of (2.11) 
and the assumption (iii), we get successively 
< V(t, 4) lip;yp $ (e-ah - 1) + 
This proves (c). Now, let $,1+5 E C, . Then, using the estimate (2.1 I), we have 
I V,+) - v(t, #)I = I f-#ll xt+&,4)I/0 - W + us t)f emu 
Finally the continuity of V(t, 4) may be proved as in Theorem 3.6.1 in [3]. 
The proof is therefore complete. 
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Remark 3.1. The converse theorem for the exponential asymptotic 
stability of the trivial solution is well known [2] and has been successfully 
enployed in studying the behavior of solutions of perturbed systems [2]. 
Theorem 3.1 is a corresponding result establishing the existence of a Lyapu- 
nov functional when the ,4SI set # = 0 of (2.1) is equi-exponentially asymp- 
totically stable. This generalization naturally is a powerful tool in discussing 
the equistability properties of the AS1 sets of perturbed systems. 
Remark 3.2. The definition of V(t, 4) as g iven in (3.1) and the inequality 
(2.1 I) need some comments. Had we started with the functional 
and assumed that f(t, 4) is linear in 4, we could obtain, as in the proof of 
Theorem 7.2.1 in [3], all the properties of V(t, 4) except the upper bound. 
For, in that case, we would obtain 
V(‘(t, $b) ,( qt, T) II 4 !!o + E$ w + 0, t) eoro 
and we are not at all sure that supoaO H(t + (T, t) eaO exists. As an example, 
consider the function 
H(t, to) = 1’ e-m(f-s)y(s) ds 
to 
and suppose that y(s) = e-Ors, which certainly satisfies (2.9). However, 
sup H(t + u, t) eao = sup e+% 
020 O>O 
which, clearly, does not exist. 
If f (t, 4) is nonlinear and satisfies a Lipschitz condition in 4 for a constant 
L > 0, one might suspect that the proof of Theorem 7.2.2 [3] may be adapted, 
without the assumption (2.11). Th is is not true either, since the assumption 
that K(t, T) is bounded is crucial for the proof of Theorem 7.2.2 [3] to work 
and in our case, this is not the situation. See, for example, the definition of 
K(t, T) relative to the equation (2.5). These remarks justify the assumption 
(2.1 l), which is necessarily satisfied in the case of Eq. (2.5) (see Lemma 2.1). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
Assume that the set u = 0 is ASI with respect to (2.12) and it is equi-stable 
which implies by Definition 2.3 that 
u(t, to 9 uo) < qto , 4 *o + a(to), t > to, uo > 0 
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where a E 2 and L E C[R+ x R+, R]. Since a E 9, there exists a T(p) > 0 
such that e(t,,) < p/2 if t, 3 T(p). Let t, 3 T(p) and choose u0 < p/2L(t,, 7). 
Then, it follows that 
provided u, < p/2L(t,, , T). 
Let yt(t, , &) be any solution of the perturbed system (2.2) such that 
II 450 /lo < 2wo , ; L(to , T) 
and to 2 T(p). 
Setting #I = yt(to , $o), we have 
Y t+&o 3 40) = Y t+dtr 9% h 3 0, 
because of the uniqueness of solutions. Suppose now that xt+h(t, $), h 2 0 
is the solution of (2.1) through (t, $). As long as jjyt(to, &,)]jo < p for 
t > to > T(p), we have, making use of the conclusions (a) and (c) of Theorem 
3.1, a Lyapunov functional V(t, 4) such that 
[K(t + h7 T) II Yt+h(t, 6) - xt+h(4 WJ 
< D+qt, $)(2.1) + w, T> II Y’(h 4) (4 - X’(4 4) (t)ll 
e - av/(t, 4) f T(t) + K(t, 7) II R(t, d)ll . 
Since 4 = yt(to , +o), using the assumption (ii) and the property (b) of 
Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
D+ 0 Y Go 3 $0)) 
By Theorem 1.4.1 in [3], it now follows that 
w, Y&o 9 40)) G a to 3 uo), t >, to > T(f), 
where r(t, to, uo) is the maximal solution of (2.12) such that 
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This, together with the property (b) of Theorem 3.1, shows that 
II Y&o 7 $o)!lo G r(4 to 9 UO)> t >, to > T(f). 
But the choice of 
uo = wo 7 7) II #Jo !o and ” co “O < 2K(to , ‘p)qt, , T) 
and to > T(p) imply that 
a to , uo) < P? t 3 to 2 T(p). 
Consequently, we have 
II Y too Y ~o)llo < P > t 2 to > q/4, 
provided 
‘140”0 < 2K(to, &to, T) . 
Thus the estimate 
II Ydto 3 4o)llo < wo P 4 II 40 110 + @oh t 2 to, (4.1) 
where N(to , r) = K(t, , T)L(~~ , r), is valid. This implies that the set 4 = 0 
is AS1 with respect to (2.2) and it is equistable. 
Let us now suppose that the ASI set u = 0 of (2.12) is equi-exponentially 
asymptotically stable. As a result, we have for U, > 0 
u(t, to ) uo) < L(to , T) u&-“-J + H(t, to), t > to. (4.2) 
Here 01 > 0 and HE C[R+ x Rf, R+], H(t, t) = 0, H(t, t,,) < a(t,), a E 2’ 
and 
lim[ sup H(t, to)] = 0, 
t*m t,+T, 
for some To > 0. Since the inequality (4.2) assures us that 
46 to 9 uo> G qto > 4 uo + a@,), t >, to, 
arguing as in the first part of the proof, it is easy to see that (4.1) holds. It 
then follows that 
II Y&o f  4o)llo & wo , 4 II 40 I/o e--) + w, to), t b to 3 
is true, because of (4.2). The last inequality proves that the set 4 = 0 is AS1 
with respect to (2.2) and it is equi-exponentially asymptotically stable. The 
proof of the theorem is complete. 
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5. APPLICATIONS 
Let us now consider the perturbed system 
r’(t) = 4t)y(4 + Wy(t - 4 + w(t) + W,YW,Y(~ - 7)) (5-l) 
subject to the initial condition yt, = &, , where A(t), B(t) and w(t) satisfy 
the assumptions (2.6) and (2.9). A ssume the uniqueness of solutions of 
(5.1) and suppose that 
It R(t, 4(O), $(t - ~))ll < ~c?‘~ II $0 Ii;“, p > 0, 7 > 0. 
This means that, in the hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 2.1, 
g(t, u) = Me%n+l. 
(5.2) 
We have already seen that 
H(t, to) = j-1 e-a(t-s)y(s) ds 
verifies the hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 2.1 to with q(t) = y(t). Hence, all the 
hypotheses (i), (ii) and (iii) of Th eorem 2.1 are satisfied for Eq. (5.1). Thus, 
to conclude, from Theorem 2.1, the equi-exponential asymptotic stability of 
the AS1 set # = 0 relative to (5.1), it is only necessary to verify that the set 
u = 0 is ASI relative to the scalar differential equation 
where 
24’ = - Cm + h(t) un+l + y(t), @J> = uo , 
A(t) = Letufs) t, L = MNp [ 1 + ‘31 . 
(5.3) 
Setting u = e-a(t-to)v, we readily obtain from (5.3), 
v’ = S(t) an+1 + E(t), 
where 
S(t) = LeGJe(u+B-na) t and E(t) = y(t) em(*-to). 
It is known [4] that any solution e)(t) of 
vi) = S(t) g(v) + E(t), f&d = uo , 
satisfies 
(5.4) 
GWH G G (~0 + j-1 E(s) ds) + j-1 W 4 t > to 9 (5.5) 
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where G(u) = s” &/g(s), p rovided that s(t), E(t) > 0, g(u) > 0 for u > 0, 
g(O) = 0 and g( II is monotonic nondecreasing in u. Since g(u) = unfl and > 
consequently G(u) = --UP/~, one gets from (5.5), the relation 
(5.6) 
where 
If the function F(t) is bounded below by a positive number 6, then (5.6) 
yields 
u(t, t, ) UJ < suoe-N(f--t~) + 6 rt e-a(t-s)y(s) ds, 
J 
t 3 t, (5.7) 
tlJ 





X=m-/t-p>0 and t, e-y(s) ds < 03, 
we see that for large t,, , F(t) . b is ounded below by a positive number 8 and 
this proves our claim. The aforementioned considerations lead to the 
following. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose that the assumptions (2.6), (2.9) and (5.2) are 
satisJied relative to the system (5.1). Also, assume that cwz - ,6 - TV > 0, 
JzO easy(s) < co, and the solutions of (5.1) are unique. Then, the set 4 = 0 is 
ASI with respect to (5. I) and is equi-exponentially asymptotically stable. 
The case corresponding to w(t) E 0 (which implies y  = 0) in (5.1) was 
recently considered in [6]. Thus, our main result, in addition to including the 
work of Rashbaev [6] as a very special case, generalizes the results of Hale [2], 
to cover the case of AS1 sets. Moreover, the stability behavior discussed is not 
uniform as is the situation in many known results [3]. 
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